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Summative Assessment 
Due date: Monday, 26th February (Day 6) 

 
Throughout the unit, you have been reading and studying samples of 

the nonfiction genre. For the summative assessment, you will focus on one 
text type: a newspaper article.  

 
You are to produce an article in which you will report on an important 

event in the school life. You will be provided with a template to organise 
your text. The text you produce will illustrate whether you understand and 
can apply the knowledge about the nonfiction genre. 

 
Reminders: 
● Include the elements of a newspaper article (headline, dateline, 

byline, placeline) 
● Use the formal register 
● Apply the inverted pyramid principle (answer the 5W’s and the 

H in the first paragraph) 
 
Your work will be assessed for Criterion D: Using language. 
 
The rubrics are provided in this document. 
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MYP Rubrics - Levels of achievement - Year 1 
 

  Criterion D: Using language 
At the end of year 1, students should be able to:  
i.    use appropriate and varied vocabulary, sentence structures and forms of expression 
ii.   write and speak in an appropriate register and style 
iii.  use correct grammar, syntax and punctuation 
iv.  spell (alphabetic languages), write (character languages) and pronounce with accuracy 
v.   use appropriate non-verbal communication techniques. 
  

0 The student does not reach a standard described by any of the descriptors below. 

1-2 The student: 
i.    uses a limited range of appropriate vocabulary and forms of expression 
ii.   writes and speaks in an inappropriate register and style that do not serve the context 
and intention 
iii.  uses grammar, syntax and punctuation with limited accuracy; errors often hinder 
communication 
iv.  spells/writes and pronounces with limited accuracy; errors often hinder 
communication 
v.   makes limited and/or inappropriate use of non-verbal communication techniques. 
  

3-4 The student: 
i.    uses an adequate range of appropriate vocabulary, sentence structures and forms of 
expression 
ii.   sometimes writes and speaks in a register and style that serve the context and 
intention 
iii.  uses grammar, syntax and punctuation with some degree of accuracy; errors 
sometimes hinder communication 
iv.  spells/writes and pronounces with some degree of accuracy; errors sometimes 
hinder communication 
v.   makes some use of appropriate non-verbal communication techniques. 

5-6 The student: 
i.    uses avaried range of appropriate vocabulary, sentence structures and forms of 
expression competently 
ii.   writes and speaks competently in a register and style that serve the context and 
intention 
iii.  uses grammar, syntax and punctuation with a considerable degree of accuracy; 
errors do not hinder effective communication 
iv.  spells/writes and pronounces with a considerable degree of accuracy; errors do not 
hinder effective communication 
v.   makes sufficient use of appropriate non-verbal communication techniques. 
  

7-8 The student: 
i. effectively uses a range of appropriate vocabulary, sentence structures and 
forms of expression 
ii.   writes and speaks in a consistently appropriate register and style that serve the 
context and intention 
iii.  uses grammar, syntax and punctuation with a high degree of accuracy; errors are 
minor and communication is effective 
iv.  spells/writes and pronounces with a high degree of accuracy; errors are minor and 
communication is effective 
v.   makes effective use of appropriate non-verbal communication techniques. 
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